Office Order

Jharkhand State Pollution Control Board, do hereby constitutes a "Grievance Redressal cell" to work in matters related to the grievances raised and to resolve the matters facilitating smooth functioning of the Board. The members of the cell are as follows:

1. Miss Jyotsana, Consulting Executive
2. Miss Pratibha Priya, Consulting Executive

The members of this cell will report directly to the Member Secretary, JSPCB and will work accordingly.

(Rajeev Lodhan Bakshi)
Member Secretary
Office Order

Jharkhand State Pollution Control Board, do hereby appoint Shri Kumar Gaurav Jain, Consulting Executive as a "Public Relations Officer" to work in matters related to the public relation raised and to resolve the matters for facilitating smooth functioning of the Board.

He will report directly to the Member Secretary, JSPCB and will work accordingly.

(Rajeev Lothian Bakshi)
Member Secretary
Office Order

Jharkhand State Pollution Control Board, do hereby constitute a "Information Technology Cell" to work in matters related to the information technology and to resolve the matters by facilitating smooth functioning of the Board. The members of the cell are as follows:

1. Shri Binay Kumar Gupta, Assistant Scientific Officer – Head
2. Shri Shashi Shekhar Pandey, DASH
3. Miss Jyotsana, Consulting Executive

The head of this cell will report directly to the Member Secretary, JSPCB and will work accordingly.

(Rajeev Lochan Bakshi)
Member Secretary
Office Order

Jharkhand State Pollution Control Board, do hereby constitute a “Training Cell” to work in matters related to the training & facilitating smooth functioning of the Board. The members of the cell are as follows:

1. Shri Dilip Kumar, Environmental Engineer- Head
2. Shri Rajiva Kumar Sinha, JEE-cum- Section Head, Dumka
3. Shri Ashutosh, Consulting Executive

The head of this cell will report directly to the Member Secretary, JSPCB and will work accordingly.

(Rajeey Lochan Bakshi)
Member Secretary
Office Order

Jharkhand State Pollution Control Board, do hereby constitute a "Legal Cell" to work in matters related to the legal issues and to resolve the matters related to Court & facilitating smooth functioning of the Board. The members of the cell are as follows:

1. Shri Dinesh Prasad Singh, Environmental Engineer- Head
2. Shri Ram Pravesh Kumar, JEE- cum-Section Head, Hazaribagh
3. Shri Sanjay Kumar Srivastava, Assistant Scientific Officer
4. Shri Kumar Manibhushan, Consulting Executive

The head of this cell will report directly to the Member Secretary, JSPCB and will work accordingly.

(Rajeev Lochan Bakshi)
Member Secretary
Office Order

Jharkhand State Pollution Control Board, do hereby constitute a "R & D Cell" to work in matters related to the research and development issues and to resolve the matters facilitating smooth functioning of the Board. The members of the cell are as follows:

1. Shri R. N. Kashyap, Board Analyst - Head
2. Shri Subodh Kumar Singh, Assistant Scientific Officer
3. Shri Sumit Kumar Jha, Consulting Executive

The head of this cell will report directly to the Member Secretary, JSPCB and will work accordingly.

(Rajeev Lochan Bakshi)
Member Secretary